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Mr. Taalebi told: “Agriculture Bank against other banks has many commitment and 
obligations, because it acts as an progressive engine in Agriculture. In agriculture activi-
ties, dividents and capital investigation has the less benefits, while investigating in this 
field is almost highly risked.

So we attempted to give an important ratified law from majlis by which investigators 
and pioneers can do invest for agriculture activities with lower risk. More details of this 
determining law will be published as soon as possible.

Dr. Talebi, Managing Director of Agriculture Bank stated his own openion towards 
specialized magazines in this field.

He told: Many of these expert magazines and journals play very important role in prog-
ress of our agriculture and we can easily trust and depend on their experience

The ministry of jihad-e-agriculture represented:
The state will guarantee 85 percent expenses of irrigating and soil 

reconstruction projects
Mr. Khalilian represented: The state has Considered appropriate facilities to expansion 

of irrigating methods, by accepting 85 percent expenses of irrigating systems, soil and 
water reconstruction projects, it`s allowed to all of farmers to use of this project without 
no limit. And the state will exactly grant the needed facilities.

Successfully the state resist on expansion of infrastructural agriculture and also re-
structure of canals, pipe transportation, Construction of pipe networks, in this year.

The celebration of the 18 th meeting of Asia and oceania Rural Expansion 
delibration in Iran

This meeting is celebrated by attedance of:
The first vise-president, The ministry of jihad-e- agriculture and representatives from 

15 countries.
(CIRDOP) acts as an regional and global center which has direct cooperation with Fao. 

It has founded in 1979, centered in Bangal. Now its members are 15 countries.
Mr. khalilian, The ministry of jihad-e-agriculture announced in this meeting: These 15 

countries have many cultural, social, economical common items. They have high degree 
of rural expansion experiences, so by more  correlation and cooperation we will increase 
poverty in our rural regions.

The head of this delibration declared: A large number of our rural people live in poverty, 
they have less possibilities and no job. The figures show that in 2011 the rate of poverty 
in these regions have increased, while Two third of pour people live in Asia and oceania. 
So it`s a fact that this delibration should attempt for more cooperation, more exchange of 
views to reach to rural with less poor and less poverty. 
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What is the real dollar rate? How is it figured out?

A fundamental question which by it`s answer will be solved many 
economical abscurities!

There is no doubt that Aiming subsidiaries law has many privilages 
such as: providing an economical system with high and free competi-
tion, and also making manifest all the co-related chains of the huge 
economy.

It means that just like as productivity, the Dollar rate should be mani-
fest and clear. For it will affect on quality, profitablity and Competi-
tion.

As available lower prices energy resourses will Cause decreasing 
production level and Competition ,on the other hand accessibility of lower price dollar 
will generate economical distinction and differentiation, negative balance on imports 
and exports now we ask this question: How should definite the dollar rate in our huge 
economy.

There are four criterion to define the real rate of Dollar:
1- Considering the basic year to evaluation 
2- Calculate balance rate of national and global inflation.
3- evaluate some basic goods basedon  regional analog.
4- Non- direct interference of central banks.
As we have observed fluctuation of prices recently, it`s quite obvious, these  unstable 

prices will highly affect on all chains of our economy and provide insequrity on all as-
pects and for all of economical activities except middlemen and dealers.

So essentially the real rate of Dollar should find it`s place in economy, on the other 
side, salaries, occupation and investigation should be increased.

Damparvaran Magazin`s Exclusive interview with Dr. Talebi:
Agriculture Bank, A confident security forwards to modem agriculture

In this private pressinterview, for the first time, Dr. 
Talebi, has declared hopeftul and positive projects of 
agriculture bank.

He announced: “Many of our managers have inves-
tigated in years before. But they had to settle their bank 
debts according with current price while this caused 
their factory was stopped with many jobless people.

However we managed an expert bank team to 
evaluate this challenge. They suggested to substitu-
tion Electronical supervising systems instead of some 
one`s tastes.
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